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rar .rar Mp3 Free Download Muklawa | New Punjabi Song 2019 .rar .rar Mp3 Free Download. allMp3.orgCountry Fire Service crews say the wildfires that have engulfed a big swathe of central Victoria have been contained. About 70 fires are burning at present, with five stations and 10 aircraft in the Dandenong, Swan Hill, Colac and North Central regions. Firefighters are continuing to work on containment
lines near Woodend, Minyip and Heathcote, where the Mount Buffalo and Northside fires are still out of control. "We will have crews on scene for at least another day, or two, or whatever," CFSEU state secretary Justin Kneen said. "We have got to work as fast as we can to get fire fighters on to where they are needed. "But they are working as hard as they can, they are good crews, they are focused and they
are working at a good pace." Mr Kneen said many of the fires were "largely contained". "They are going quite well, we are looking at probably more modest wind conditions now, but we have got to have all hands on deck." He said firefighters were being worn down by relentless "slow burn" weather, and the community were being supported by emergency services. "We are just making sure that we have got

enough people out there to be able to help us," he said. "It has been a very, very challenging period for the whole community." The situation on the ground was getting "somewhat better", he said. "We are looking at conditions, we are watching the weather and that is a critical factor in determining what is going to happen today." Mr Kneen said the CFSEU planned to meet with affected communities at
lunchtime to discuss the "initial findings" of its community-wide consultation. He said the union would release a "major statement" on Saturday, but he said he hoped people could continue to focus on "community resilience" rather than "worrying about fires". "We have to remind ourselves about the fire season, but we do not want to dwell on this, we need to put on our hard hats and get on with it," he said.

"We have got a lot of volunteer crews and we have got a lot of resources,
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